trap consisting of a block of wood triangular, or approximately so, in shape, sawed across the grain and having parallel saw-kerfs there-in extending in the same direction, the corners of said block being left uncut.

Signed at New York, in the county of New York and State of New York, this 5th day of May, A. D. 1891.

FREDERIK F. BAGGESEN.

Witnesses:
G. II. CHAPPELL,
J. S. ZEHRL.

483,271. HORSESHOE. Oscar E. Brown, Buffalo, N.Y. Filed Nov. 14, 1891. Serial No 411,921. 56 1/2 mo. old.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, OSCAR E. BROWN, a citizen of the United States, residing at Buffalo, in the county of Erie and State of New York, have invented new and useful Improvements in Horseshoes, of which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to double or compound horseshoes, which consist of an upper shoe secured to the hoof of the animal and a lower auxiliary shoe removably attached to the upper shoe.

The object of my invention is the provision of a secure and reliable lock for fastening the lower shoe to the upper shoe, which will permit the lower shoe to be readily applied to and removed from the upper shoe whenever it becomes necessary to renew the lower shoe or re-sharpen its cogs.

My invention has the additional object to cushion the horseshoe, so as to reduce the force of its impact against the pavement and relieve the animal of the shock and jarring impact of ordinary shoes.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective view of my improved horseshoe, showing the lower shoe secured to the upper shoe. Fig. 2 is a similar view showing the locking-levers swung outward to the position in which they permit the lower shoe to be detached from the upper shoe. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section of the shoe in line z z, Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a cross-section in lines y y, Fig. 1.

Like letters of reference refer to like parts in the several figures.
A represents the upper shoe, which is fastened to the hoof of the animal by nails in the usual manner, and B is the lower detachable shoe. The latter rests with its upper surface against the under side of the upper shoe and is provided at its toe with an abutment or upward-projecting hook c, which overlaps the adjacent portion of the upper shoe, so as to hold the front portion of the detachable shoe in place upon the upper shoe, the latter being provided at its toe with a recess which receives said hook.
C C are horizontal locking levers or latches attached to the heels or rear portions of the lower shoe and whereby the rear portions of the latter are fastened to the upper shoe. These locking-levers are provided at their inner ends with vertical pivots d, which turn in openings formed in the heels of the lower shoe. The pivots d are preferably provided with external screw-threaded ends, and the openings are correspondingly threaded, as shown in Fig. 4. This construction permits the pivots to turn freely and at the same time confines them in their openings without the necessity of providing them with heads or similar retaining projections, which would wear off in time and permit the pivots to leave their openings. The locking-levers when in their normal position overlap the heels or rear portions of the upper shoe and are held in this position by a longitudinal screw or bolt E, attached to a cross-bar F, which connects the rear portions of the upper shoe. The outer perforated ends of the locking-lever-strut are the bolt E and are held on the same by the nut e of the bolt. The inner ends of these levers overlap each other, and the nut e bears against the face of the outer lever, as shown. The inner portions of the locking-levers and the heels of the upper shoe are recessed at their contiguous portions, as shown at g, so as to render the upper surfaces of the locking-levers flush or nearly flush with the upper surface of the fixed shoe. By thus recessing the heels of the upper shoe shoulders h are formed on the heels of the upper shoe, against which the adjacent lower sides of the locking-levers abut. Upon tightening the nut of the bolt E the locking-levers are forced inward toward the connecting-bar F, which action causes the levers to move the lower shoe rearwardly on the upper shoe and draw the hook or abutment d of the lower shoe tightly against the toe of the upper shoe, the inner edges c of the shoulder h serving as fulcrums for the lever in clamping the hook against the upper shoe. The locking-levers thus perform the double function of holding the rear portions of the lower shoe against the upper shoe and moving the lower shoe lengthwise upon the upper shoe for firmly clamping its hook from the recess of the upper shoe. In applying the lower shoe its hook is first engaged with the recess of the upper shoe, and the locking-hooks are then swung inward over the heels of the upper shoe and clamped upon the bolt E by the nut e.

This cushion interposed between the adjacent faces of the two shoes for easing the blows or impact of the shoe against the pavement and relieving the legs of the animal. This cushion preferably consists of a strip of
rubber, which is clamped between the two shoes.

The lower shoe is preferably provided with removable tapering casks, which are seated in upwardly-sliding openings in the lower shoe and are held in said openings by the upper shoe. The upper shoe may be used merely as a support for the attachment of the lower shoe, so that only the lower shoe need be removed for resharpening its casks or removing it when worn out, or, if desired, the upper shoe may be employed as a smooth shoe when the condition of the streets permits of such use and the lower shoe be applied when a shoe with casks is required.

I claim as my invention—

1. The combination, with the upper shoe, of the lower shoe provided at its toe portion with a hook interlocking with the adjacent portion of the upper shoe and at its rear end with a lever engaging with the rear end of the upper shoe, and a retaining device for locking the lever in place, whereby the two parts of the shoe are securely fastened together, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with the upper shoe, of the lower shoe provided at its toe portion with a hook interlocking with the toe of the upper shoe and at its heel portions with locking-levers which overlap the heels of the upper shoe, and a retaining device whereby the levers are held in their locked position, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with the upper shoe provided at its heel with shoulders, of the lower shoe provided at its toe portion with a hook interlocking with the toe of the upper shoe and at its rear portions with locking-levers which overlap the heels of the upper shoe and bear against the shoulders thereof, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with the upper shoe having a cross-bar connecting its rear portions, of a lower shoe provided with a locking-lever engaging with a heel of the upper shoe, and a retaining-bolt attached to said connecting-bar and having a nut whereby the locking-lever is held upon the bolt, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with the upper shoe having its heels provided with shoulders, of the lower shoe provided at its front portion with a hook engaging with the toe of the upper shoe and at its rear portions with locking-levers overlapping the rear portions of the upper shoe and abutting against said shoulders, and a tightening-bolt arranged on the upper shoe and whereby the levers are held in their locked positions, substantially as set forth.

Witness my hand this 6th day of November, 1891.

OSCAR E. BROWN.

481,272. PRESSURE-REGULATING DEVICE. Charles F. A. Couvret, Chicago, Ill., assignor to the Liquid Carbonic Acid Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed Feb. 18, 1891. Serial No. 381,781. (To model.)

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, CHARLES FREDERIC ADOLF CONVET, of Chicago, in the county of Cook and State of Illinois, have invented certain new and useful Improvements in Pressure-Regulating Devices; and I do hereby declare that the following is a full, clear, and exact description thereof, reference being had to the accompanying drawings, and to the letters of reference marked thereon, which form a part of this specification.

This invention relates to regulating devices applied between tanks or drums containing a liquid or gas under a high pressure and another drum or tank into which the liquid or gas is to be delivered at a relatively low pressure—as, for example, between the reservoirs or tanks containing compressed carbonic-acid gas and a smaller tank, from which the gas is supplied to bottles, beer-barrels, or sodawater fountains; and the same consists in the novel arrangement of parts herein illustrated and claimed.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side elevation of the regulating device. Fig. 2 is a central vertical sectional view of the same. Fig. 3 is a view showing the moving parts in a changed position. Fig. 4 is a horizontal sectional view taken upon line 4 of Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is an enlarged section of the packing rings for the piston of the device.

In the drawings, A indicates a main drum containing the gas under high pressure, A' a pipe leading to another drum to which gas is to be supplied under a reduced pressure, and A" a regulating device as a whole connected with the drum A and supported on suitable framework B by means of lugs a' a".

The regulator comprises as its main feature a tubular casing formed by a lower hollow frame or supporting part B, to which the lugs a' are attached, and a cylinder B' and containing a piston B" together with a hollow centrally-located tube or conduit B", the upper end of which with the piston B" constitutes the valve proper.

For convenience in construction, the frame or housing B is made in two portions, the lowermost section b having the form of a plug secured to the main portion by screw-threads, as shown at b', and being provided with screw-threads at its lower end for the attachment of the supply-pipe which leads from the tank A to the regulating device. The tube or conduit B" is permanently secured at its lower end in this plug. The cylinder B' is secured to the upper end of the frame B by means of screw-threads, as shown at b", and is locked firmly in position by means of a jam-nut b'.

C is a pressure-gage secured to the upper